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**Journal Of Low Temperature Physics**
The Journal of Low Temperature Physics serves as an international medium for the publication of original papers and review articles on fundamental theoretical and experimental research developments in all areas of cryogenics and low temperature physics.

**Journal of Low Temperature Physics - Springer**
The Journal of Low Temperature Physics serves as an international medium for the publication of original papers and review articles on fundamental theoretical and experimental research developments in all areas of cryogenics and low temperature physics.

**Journal of Low Temperature Physics - incl. option to ...**

**Journal of Low Temperature Physics - All Volumes & Issues ...**
The Journal of Low Temperature Physics is a biweekly peer-reviewed scientific journal covering the field of low temperature physics and cryogenics, including superconductivity, superfluidity, matter waves, magnetism and electronic properties, active areas in condensed matter physics, and low temperature technology.

**Journal of Low Temperature Physics - Wikipedia**
Journal description. Journal of Low Temperature Physics serves as an international medium for the publication of original papers letters and articles on fundamental theoretical and experimental ...

**Journal of Low Temperature Physics | RG Journal Impact ...**
Journal of Low Temperature Physics Impact Factor, IF, number of article, detailed information and journal factor. ISSN: 0022-2291.

**Journal of Low Temperature Physics Impact IF 2018|2017 ...**

**Impact Factor of Journal Of Low Temperature Physics - 2018 ...**
The scientific journal Journal of Low Temperature Physics is included in the Scopus database. Based on 2018, SJR is 0.773. Publisher country is US.